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Abstract: Cognitive Radio (CR) improves the spectrum efficiency by utilizing the spectrum holes of licensed
channels for secondary transmission. In the traditional spectrum sensing techniques, during the sensing period,
CR users do not transmit. The spectrum efficiency, spectrum utilization can still be improved by eliminating the
separate sensing period (Non-quite period). Cooperative and collaborative spectrum sensing methods are
suggested extensively to mitigate the fading and shadowing effects. In these methods, channel throughput is
reduced considerably due to communication overhead. Moreover, due to random quite periods, there is no
guarantee for primary interference avoidance. Hence, we propose and analyze a correlation separator based
non-quite period spectrum sensing for throughput improvement. We also suggest a multiple antenna based
histogram stacking method for reliable spectrum sensing. Simulated results are presented to validate our ideas.
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INTRODUCTION

The existing fixed frequency allocation among
wireless communication networks result in a spectrum
scarcity and poor spectrum utilization. Primary users (PU)
own the license to use the particular frequency band but,
the secondary users (SU) do not have the licensed band.
The cognitive radio is the technology used by the
secondary users which is constantly looking for spectrum
holes, if any. If it finds any spatially or timely vacant
spectrum, it will be used for secondary transmission.
Thus, the efficiency of CR system depends on the Fig. 1: A scenario of Cooperative/Collaborative
spectrum sensing technique. The sensing must be as Spectrum Sensing
quick as possible for throughput improvement, as perfect
as possible to avoid harmful primary interference. believed that the sensing methods with quite period are

In most of the suggested spectrum sensing methods, best suitable to avoid harmful interference. But, it is not
in a frame of ‘T’ seconds, a slot of ‘ ’ seconds are used easy to identify each primary user activity, actual idle time
for spectrum sensing (Figure 1). During this period, no CR and at what time primary user start transmitting again.
users can transmit which  results  in  a  reduced Even though it has been taken that the first ‘ ’
throughput by a factor  [1, 2]. This period is called seconds is the quite period, it will not be the actual

quite period. If no primary user was found, the remaining
slot of a frame will be used  for  transmission.  It  has  been

situation. Since the primary user can start transmission at
any time, only a continuous monitoring of primary
channel will be best to avoid harmful primary interference.
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The  prediction   methods  to  predict  the  average
idle time of the primary channel are discussed in [3-10].
But, these methods are only speculation based on
statistical models and we cannot completely trust on
them.

If we could simultaneously sense the channel and
transmit the secondary signal when the channel is free
(without quite period), throughput maximization and Fig. 2: Optimum Primary signal separator
interference minimization would be possible. There are
quite a few works on ‘non quite  period’  sensing [11] If the actual secondary signal transmitted is x(t), the
used a pilot carrier cancellation approach in which pilot received signal will be,
carrier are added to the secondary signal. At the receiver
side, the pilot carrier is removed to eliminate the h(t).x(t)= x1(t) (2)
secondary  signal  then  remaining signal will be tested for
the presence primary signal. [12] presented a method in At the receiver side, there may be a sufficient delay
which cyclic prefixes are added to secondary signal which and amplitude reduction introduced in the signal
is later removed at the receiver side to test for the sign of according to the channel condition. Thus the received
primary signal. signal y(n) is correlated with the transmitted signal x(n)

Various signal suppression techniques like, self due to the presence of x1(n). But, it is not correlated with
signal suppression, antenna cancellation method and the primary signal.
inverted signal suppression are presented in [13 -15] for
full duplexing mode. We present an optimum primary That is, Rxy 0 (3)
signal separator for secondary signal suppression during
sensing. This correlation (i.e., the correlated signal x1(n)) can

The organization of rest of the paper is as follows. be removed by the optimum secondary signal separator or
Section 2 describes the function of optimum primary correlation canceller using a transformation,
signal separator. Section 3 describes the sensing process
and the relevant mathematical analysis. In section 4, we e=y-Hx (4)
discuss the simulated results to validate our ideas.

Optimum Primary Signal Separtor: Consider a CR that,
system with single primary user and a secondary user.
Whenever the PU is silent, SU will use the opportunity to Rey=E[exT] =0
use the frequency band and transmit its data. Hence, SU H=R , R (5)
has to keep on watching the channel to utilize it. Even
when the SU is transmitting, it has to keep on monitoring Consider the received signal y(n)=p(n)+x1(n)
the primary channel. If the PU starts its transmission, SU x1(n) is correlated with x(n) and not p(n)
has to vacate the channel quickly to avoid harmful
interference to the legal owners of the channel. Hence, R E[pxT]=0
continuous channel sensing is required. H= R , R  =R , R

Hence, a secondary user has to keep a set of Hx= = R , R , x = x1
receiving antennas few meters apart from the transmitter.
First, let us consider a case of single receiving antenna
placed few meters away from the transmitting antenna.
The signal received at this receiver would be any one of
the following two hypotheses.

y(n)=x1(n)+w(n) when the PU is not transmitting
y(n)=p(n)+x1(n)+w(n) when the PU is transmiting (1)

The value of ‘H’ should be selected in such a way

yx xx
1

px

yx xx x,x xx
1 1

x,x' xx
1

And e= y- = p+x1- =p (6)

Thus, as  shown   in   Figure   2,   the  secondary
signal is  eliminated  by  finding   the   copy   of  x1 from
x.

Now, the signal is free from secondary signal and test
for primary signal can be applied.
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Fig. 3: Multiple Antenna based Histogram Stacking if all the signals received at various points have high

Fig. 4: Histogram stacking for averaging the signal [19] We found the power spectral density of the

Fig. 5: Power Spectral Density oof Raw signal and
Histogram stacked Signal

Histogram Stacking for Reliable  Spectrum  Sensing:
The task of spectrum sensing is limited by the factors like
low Signal to Noise Raio (SNR), multipath fading and
shadowing. Both multipath fading and shadowing depend
on the location of receiver. The diversity gain of multiple
antennas is one of the solutions for the above problem. If
there are ‘M’ antennas, signal from the transmitter
travelled in ‘M’ different paths and reached the receiver
antennas. Hence, it gives a reliable solution for multipath
fading and shadowing [16-18]. Moreover, during natural
disasters, if most of the cooperative secondary users
receive the weak primary signal, all their measured data
will low. They cannot find the presence of primary user
using any soft decision methods.

Consider the case of ‘M’ receiving antennas each
with ‘N’ number of samples. The signal received may
contain a high amount of noise, which first appears as a
white noise. After eliminating the secondary signal from
each antenna output, the histogram of the remaining
signal is found and they are stacked point by point which
results in an averaging effect as shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4. This will give a visible shape of the signal, if the
primary signal is present. This histogram stacking itself
can be used for detecting weak signal buried in noise[19].
Thus, histogram stacking can detect the weak signal even

noise content.
When there are ‘M’ antennas, the SNR is improved

by a factor (M) . After establishing the histogram of the1/2

signal at a particular time slot, any spectrum sensing
methods like energy detection, cyclostationary detection,
matched filter detection or wavelet based detection can be
done.

histogram stacked signal. A white Gaussian noise has
constant power spectral density equal to . But, a signal
has equal power in fixed bandwidth B with a centre
frequency fc. Figure 5 shows the power spectral density
of individual signal and histogram stacked signal.

The detection performance of the proposed method
is evaluated using the following parameters.

where ‘x is SNR not in decibels. (7)

(8)



T
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Fig. 6: Number of Antennas Vs Improvement in SNR a separate quite period, reporting and decision making

Fig. 7: Probability of detection: A comparison of Pd of
proposed system with cooperative spectrum
Sensing methods

Fig. 8: Receiver operating characteristics(ROC): a
comparison of ROC for different number of
antennas

Co-operative  spectrum  sensing  has   been believed
to  be  the reliable   solution   for   spectrum  sensing.
But, malicious user interference, communication overhead
are the limiting factors of cooperative spectrum sensing.
Moreover, in cooperative spectrum sensing throughput
of the particular channel usage depends on the sensing
time, reporting time and decision time. Histogram stacking
improves the SNR and gives a reliable solution over
cooperative spectrum sensing. Since, the existing
cooperative and collaborative mechanisms use 1
seconds for sensing, 2 seconds for reporting and 3
seconds for decision making, the transmission slot of
traditional spectrum sensing method is T-( 1+ 2+ 3)
seconds only. But, the proposed method does not have

slots. Hence, throughput is increased by .

Performance Evaluation: It is known from a survey that
there are around 43,000 primary channels. Sensing each
channel and identifying the free channel among this large
number of primary channels is impossible. Hence, each
regional spectrum hole distributor has to identify a set of
‘N’ number of channels of interest. Depending on the
need, those ‘N’ channels may be selected which are less
likely to be used by the concerned licensed holder or it
may be a particular band of frequencies required by the
secondary user. Let {C , C , C ,. ..C } be the N channels.1 2 3 N

For channel state prediction, a day is divided into ‘k’ no.
of equal time slots {t ,t ,t ,...t } and each slot is of duration1 2 3 k

‘T’.
In this section, we present the matlab simulated result

to evaluate the performance of the proposed system using
a QPSK modulated signal. Figure 6 shows the
improvement in SNR, when the number of antennas are
increased. Since, the conventional sensing method are
suffered from noise uncertainty, increase in SNR with
number of antennas give a reliable sensing. The SNR
doubles even with 4 antennas.

Figure 7 depicts a significant performance
improvement compared to the hard fusion cooperative
spectrum sensing techniques like AND rule, OR rule and
majority rule. For Pfa=0.1 and SNR of -9dB, the probability
of detection for an individual antenna is 0.7638. Whereas,
the probability detection for histogram staking method
with four antennas is 0.9391.

Figure 8 explains the receiver operating
characteristics(ROC) curve of Pd Vs Pfa when SNR=-5dB
and  number  of  antennas  M=4,9,16 to mitigate the fading
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and shadowing effect. It is noted that there is a significant 6. Yu, C.J., Y.Y. He and T.F. Quan, 2008. Frequency
improvement in the ROC curve with increasing number of
antennas, as the noise uncertainty will not affect the
power spectral density. The effect of fading and
shadowing can be overcome by using multiple antennas
placed spatially. 

In cooperative or in collaborative spectrum sensing,
in a frame of T seconds, 3 slots namely 1seconds, 2
seconds and 3 seconds are wasted for sensing,
reporting and decision making respectively. Hence, the
overall throughput is reduced by a factor of

. The proposed system does not have any

quite period. Moreover, multiple antenna based histogram
stacking method does not have reporting and decision
making slot. Hence, almost 100 percent of channel
throughput can be achieved.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we suggested a non quite period,
multiple antenna based histogram stacking method for
channel throughput improvement and reliable spectrum
sensing. The proposed histogram stacking method
improves the SNR and hence, the ROC is also improved
considerably. Simulated results show that using
histogram stacking method the probability of detection
can be improved significantly as compared to cooperative
and collaborative sensing methods.
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